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 Unmatched After-Sale
Services for a Seamless

Transition
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LUXSOL ESTATES: UNMATCHED AFTER-SALE
SERVICES FOR A SEAMLESS TRANSITION



1. PROPERTY AND HEALTH INSURANCE

Your peace of mind is paramount. Our dedicated team assists you in securing
suitable property and health insurance coverage, tailored to your specific needs,

safeguarding your investments and well-being.

2. CURRENCY EXCHANGE

Navigating currency exchange can be complex. LuxSol Estates partners with trusted
financial institutions to facilitate smooth and advantageous currency exchanges,

minimizing hassle and maximizing your financial benefits.

3. BUILDERS AND FURNITURE PACKAGES

Transform your house into a home with our connections to reputable builders and
furniture suppliers. From construction to interior design, we ensure that your vision

becomes a reality.

4. INTERIOR DESIGN AND KITCHEN SUPPLIERS

Personalize your space with top-notch interior design services and high-quality
kitchen supplies. Our partnerships guarantee exquisite design choices and

functional, stylish kitchens.



5. WATER AND ELECTRICITY CONTRACTING

Basic utilities are fundamental. LuxSol Estates assists in navigating the
bureaucratic intricacies of water and electricity contracting, ensuring a hassle-free

set-up upon your arrival.

6. HANDYMAN SERVICES

Minor repairs or adjustments? Leave it to us. Our network includes skilled
professionals providing reliable and efficient handyman services for your

convenience.

7. SCHOOL AND BANKING ADVICE

Navigating new educational systems and banking procedures can be overwhelming.
Our advisors offer comprehensive guidance to help you make informed decisions,

ensuring a smooth transition for your family.

8. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Absence shouldn't mean neglect. LuxSol Estates partners with trusted property
management services to oversee and maintain your property in your absence,

providing peace of mind while you're away.



9. Home Security

Your safety is paramount. LuxSol Estates collaborates with leading security experts
to offer state-of-the-art home security solutions, safeguarding your home and loved

ones.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT FOR A SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION

Transitioning to a new country involves numerous adjustments. LuxSol Estates
recognizes the challenges and strives to be your comprehensive support system

throughout this journey.



Our Commitment to You

At LuxSol Estates, our dedication to ensuring a smooth transition for our clients goes beyond business –
it's a promise. We prioritize your needs, offering unparalleled guidance and support, ensuring that your

move to Spain is not just a relocation but an exciting new chapter


